La mala hora is a novel by Colombian writer Gabriel García Márquez, first published in 1962. Written while Márquez lived in Paris, the novel is said to be a wicked spirit or an evil demon that wanders the lonely country roads after midnight and terrorizes those who see it. It is also known as La Malora, La Malorga or The Evil-Doer. The novel is set in Northern New Mexico in the early 1980s.

In Evil Hour (Spanish: La mala hora) is a novel by Colombian writer Gabriel García Márquez, first published in 1962. Written while Márquez lived in Paris, the novel is set in Northern New Mexico in the early 1980s. The story tells the tale of a witch/demon like creature that comes to crossroads when a driver is alone and on a isolated rural road. The novel is a work of fiction that explores themes of fear, superstition, and the human tendency to believe in evil entities.
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